Abstract. We describe Sullivan models of the symmetric products of spaces and of some symmetric fat diagonals. From the determination of models of some spaces of finite subsets, we verify a Tuffley's conjecture in low ranges for rational spaces. Extending a theorem of Handel, we prove also the triviality of the inclusion of a space X in the space of (n + 2)-th finite subsets of X, when X is of Lusternik-Schnirelmann category less than or equal to n.
The properties of configuration spaces of a space X have deserved many studies where the use of algebraic models was limited by the fact that the homotopy type of configuration spaces of points in X is not a homotopy invariant of X. The spaces of finite subsets, exp n X, of a space X are a substitute of configuration spaces where this anomaly does not exist any more, see [14] . They are related to configuration spaces by the fact that the cofiber of the canonical inclusion exp n−1 X ֒→ exp n X is the one point compactification of the configuration space of unordered n-uples of distinct points of a compact space X, see [14, Proposition 2.3] .
Recall that the n-th finite subsets space, exp n X, of a topological (non-empty) space X is the space of non-empty subsets of size at most n, topologised as the quotient of X n by the surjective map X n → exp n X, (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → {x 1 } ∪ · · · ∪ {x n }. The introduction of the spaces of finite subsets of a space is due to K. Borsuk and S. Ulam [3] , [2] . Their study was continued by R. Bott [4] and more recently by D. Handel [14] , R. Biro [1] , C. Tuffley [26] , [27] , [28] , J. Mostovoy [19] , [20] , S. Rose [22] , S. Kallel and D. Sjerve [16] , [17] . As X → exp n X are homotopy functors, the elaboration of rational models for them is an open challenge and we develop here the first steps in this direction.
First, we quote a non rational result inspired by a theorem of Handel. If X is pointed, we denote by exp n * X the subspace of exp n X formed from the subsets that contain the basepoint and by ι n X : X → exp n * X the map that adjoins the basepoint to each subset. This space exp n * X is often used as a first step in the study of exp n X. For any arc-connected pointed space (X, * ), Handel shows in ([14, Theorem 4.1 et Theorem 4.2]) that the two maps π j (exp n * X) → π j (exp 2n−1 * X) and π j (exp n X) → π j (exp 2n+1 X), induced by the inclusion, are the zero map. From these results, Handel deduces that the space exp ∞ X = ∪ n≥1 exp n X is weakly
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 55P62 ; 55S15; 55M30. January 11, 2010. contractible. In this paper, we show that the triviality is also at the level of some inclusions between finite subset spaces.
Theorem 1. If the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a pointed CW-complex (X, * ) is less than or equal to n, the following inclusions are homotopically trivial.
(1) ι n+2 X : X → exp n+2 * X, (2) X → exp n+2 X,
The rest of the paper is concerned with Sullivan models for which we refer to [9] , [10] or [25] . As exp n X can be inductively built from the symmetric product Sp n X and its fat diagonal ∆ ∆ n S X (see Definition 3.1 and the pushout 4.2), we begin by a study of models of those spaces. First, we recall some known basic facts for the models of spaces with an action of a finite group. We apply it to symmetric products and prove the next result.
where • is the multiplicative law of A, S n is the symmetric group and ± means the Koszul sign.
From this model, we deduce the (additive) rational cohomology of the symmetric product described by D. Zagier in [30] . For instance, we get a short proof for the determination of the Poincaré polynomial of Sp n X in terms of the Betti numbers of X, previously obtained by I.G. MacDonald in [18] . We give a description of the rational homotopy type of Sp n ΣX and compute a model of Sp 2 CP 2 , see Proposition 2.5 and Example 2.6. We get also an inductive construction of the fat diagonals ∆ ∆ n S X (see Proposition 3.2) which allows the determination of ∆ ∆ n S S 2k+1 for any n. This works ends with the determination of the rational homotopy type of exp 3 ΣX and exp 4 ΣX. An important conjecture of the theory, due to Tuffley ([28]), states as follows.
Tuffley's Conjecture. If X is an r-connected CW-complex, the space exp n X is (n + r − 2)-connected.
In fact, Tuffley proves that exp n X is (n − 2)-connected if X is connected and (n − 1)-connected if X is simply connected. He shows also that it is sufficient to prove the conjecture for a wedge of spheres ([29, Theorem 2] ). From that observation and from our results, we deduce that the Tuffley's conjecture is true for the rationalisation of exp 3 X and exp 4 X. Tuffley's conjecture has also been verified for n = 3 in recent work of S. Kallel and D. Sjerve, [17] .
Our program is carried out in Sections 1-6 below, whose headings are selfexplanatory.
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1. Algebraic models of G-spaces with G a finite group
In this section, we recall some basic facts on Sullivan models of spaces on which acts a finite group G.
By definition, a G-dga is a differential graded algebra (A, d A ), with H 0 (A, d A ) = Q, on which G acts by dga maps. If the algebra A is commutative graded, we use the expression G-cdga. The invariant subspace (A, d A ) G of a G-dga defines a subdga of (A,
we have the following well-known properties (see [11, Section 1] for instance):
If V is a graded Q-vector space, we denote by T (V ) the free associative graded algebra on V and by ∧V the free commutative graded algebra on V . Any G-cdga,
with an action of G on (∧V, d) making the map ϕ G-equivariant, see [13] . This model is unique up to G-isomorphisms and we call it the minimal G-model of
We apply these algebraic data to spaces with a G-action. Let X be a simplicial complex with a (simplicial) action of G. Recall from G. Bredon ([5, Page 115] ) that the action is regular if, for any g 0 , . . . , g n in G and simplices (v 0 , . . . , v n ), (g 0 v 0 , . . . , g n v n ) of X, there exists an element g ∈ G such that gv i = g i v i for all i. By [5, Proposition 1.1, Page 116], the induced action on the second barycentric subdivision is always regular. Here, by a G-space, we mean a connected simplicial complex on which G acts regularly.
Denote by C(X) the oriented chain complex of a G-space X and observe that C(X) is a module over the group ring 
When X is a G-space, the (finite) group G acts on the Sullivan algebra of PL-forms on X, A P L (X), [24] . As in Proposition 1.1, the cdga's A P L (X/G) and
G are isomorphic and this isomorphism gives models of the quotient X/G from G-models of X, see [11, Proposition 7] .
G is a model of X/G.
Symmetric products and Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we describe Sullivan models of symmetric products of a space.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a space. The symmetric product, Sp n X, is the quotient of the product X n by the action of the symmetric group S n ,
with σ ∈ S n and (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n . We denote by x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ Sp n X the class associated to the element (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n and by ρ n : X n → Sp n X the canonical projection.
As first examples of symmetric products, recall that Sp n S 1 is homotopy equivalent to S 1 , Sp n S 2 diffeomorphic to CP n and Sp n RP 2 diffeomorphic to RP 2n , see [21] , [19] and [8] for more details and historical comments.
If the space X is pointed by * , the adding of * gives an inclusion of Sp n−1 X in Sp n X. By definition, the infinite symmetric product Sp ∞ X is the direct limit of the spaces Sp n X. If X is connected, this infinite product is a product of Eilenberg- [7] . By convention, we set
Proof of Theorem 2. For any cdga (A, d), and any integer n ≥ 1, the symmetric group S n acts on the tensor product ⊗ n (A, d) by permuting the factors,
where the sign comes from the ordinary rule of permutation of graded objects.
Sn is a model of Sp n X. To make the structure of the cdga (⊗ n (A, d)) Sn more precise, recall the existence of an isomorphism
Denote by • the multiplicative law of A. The isomorphism above transforms the product on (⊗ n (A, d)) Sn to the following law of algebra on ∧ n A,
as identity. Theorem 2 implies that the cohomology vector space of Sp n X depends only on the cohomology vector space of X and gives the Poincaré polynomial of a symmetric product, a formula due to I.G. Macdonald. (
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the well-known Poincaré polynomial of the algebra ∧a where a is a generator of odd or even degree.
Theorem 2 implies also immediately the following property.
Corollary 2.3. If X is formal, the symmetric product Sp n X is formal, for any n ≥ 1.
In the particular case of a suspension, the model of Theorem 2 can be expressed in a simple manner.
Corollary 2.4. If X is a suspension having rational cohomology H, we have an isomorphism of algebras
The product being null on H + , the law of algebra of the quotient ∧H + / ∧ >n H + corresponds, by ψ, to the product * defined on ∧ n H in Theorem 2 and the result follows.
In the case of a sphere S p , Corollary 2.4 gives (∧a/ ∧ >n a, 0), with a of degree p, as model of Sp n S p . More precisely,
• if p = 2k+1, Q⊕aQ is a model of S 2k+1 and we have Sp n S 2k+1 ≃ Q S 2k+1 , for any n ≥ 1;
• if p = 2k, we denote by P n S 2k the rational space having (∧a/(a n+1 ), 0) as model, with a of degree 2k. (Observe that P n S 2 = CP n .) For any n ≥ 1, we have Sp n S 2k ≃ Q P n S 2k and P ∞ S 2k = K(Q, 2k).
The next result gives the precise rational homotopy type of the symmetric product of a general suspension. To state it, we first define a filtration on a product of filtered spaces, as follows. If the spaces X and Y are given with an increasing filtration
, the product space is given with the filtration
We endow the odd sphere with the trivial filtration, (S 2i+1 ) (1) = S 2i+1 , and the space P n S 2k with the filtration defined by: (P n S 2k ) (l) is the 2kl-skeleton of P n S 2k . 
.
Moreover a model of the projection ρ n,q :
For instance, Proposition 2.5 implies Sp 
Composed with these isomorphisms, the inclusion (
In the general case of the projection ρ n,q :
which induces in cohomology the diagram
O O Since ϕ n+q,0 and ϕ q,0 are injective, the morphism ϕ n,q is given on
Example 2.6. We study now Sp 2 (CP 2 ). Its vector space of cohomology is ∧ 2 (1, β 1 , β 2 ) with |β 1 | = 2 and
The law of algebra is given by Theorem 2 as follows,
We compute similarly the other products and get e = ab, ac = 2e, ae = b 2 = f , c 2 = 2f and zero for the other ones. The algebra structure can be described by (A, d A ) is a model of X, the canonical inclusion Sp n−1 X → Sp n X, obtained by adding a fixed point x 0 , has for model the cdga's map,
. . ∧ a n , where ε : A → Q is the augmentation corresponding to {x 0 } ֒→ X. In the case of an odd sphere, the adding of x 0 is clearly a homotopy equivalence, Sp m S 2k+1 ∼ = Sp m+1 S 2k+1 .
Fat diagonal of the symmetric product
This section contains an inductive description of the fat diagonal of a symmetric product and the determination of its rational homotopy type in the case of an odd sphere.
Definition 3.1. The fat diagonal, ∆ ∆ n S X, of the symmetric space Sp n X is defined by ∆ ∆ n S X = { x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ Sp n (X) | there exist i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i = j and x i = x j }.
The fat diagonal can be easily determined in low ranges, the maps X → ∆ ∆ 2 S X, x → x, x , and X × X → ∆ ∆ 3 S X, (x, y) → x, x, y , being homeomorphisms if X is a finite CW-complex. For the study of the general case, we introduce the subspace ∆ ∆ n,k S X of Sp n X, defined as the image of the product X k × X n−2k by the map (x 1 , . . . , x k , y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n−2k ) → (x 1 , x 1 , x 2 , x 2 , . . . , x k , x k , y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n−2k ). We clearly have ∆ ∆
These diagonal spaces can be constructed inductively as follows.
Proposition 3.2. We have a homotopy pushout
S X where g and f are canonical inclusions, ϕ and ψ consist to double the first k coordinates.
Proof. This square is clearly a pushout. As ∆ ∆ n−2k S X ֒→ Sp n−2k X is a cofibration, it is also a homotopy pushout.
This inductive construction allows the determination of the fat diagonal in the case of an odd sphere. (1) The canonical inclusions obtained by adding (x 0 , x 0 ) , is a rational homotopy equivalence, for any k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1.
Moreover, the inclusion of
Proof. (1) We work by induction on m. For m = 1, the inclusion ∆ ∆ 2 S S n ≃ S n → Sp 2 S n is a rational homotopy equivalence. Suppose that the result is true for q, q < m, i.e. ∆ ∆ 2m−2i S S n → Sp 2m−2i S n is a rational homotopy equivalence for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In the pushout,
the top map is a rational homotopy equivalence. Thus, the bottom map is a rational homotopy equivalence also. The composite of the canonical maps
shows that the map induced in cohomology by the square map, H * (square) : H * (Sp 2m S n ) = ∧x → H * (Sp m S n ) = ∧x, is the multiplication by 2 and the square map is a rational homotopy equivalence. Therefore, the inclusion ∆ ∆ 2m S S n → Sp m S n is also a rational homotopy equivalence.
(2) As we observed before, the result is true for k = m and we can begin with k = m − 1. We consider the homotopy pushout
where g 2 is the square map on the factor Sp m−1 S n . With the notation of Proposition 2.5, the map g 2 can be expressed as a product of ρ m−1,1 with the identity map:
Therefore, a model of g 2 is given by ϕ 2 : (∧(u, v), 0) → (∧(x, y, z), 0), ϕ 2 (u) = x+ y, ϕ 2 (v) = z, where x, y, z, u and v are of degree n. The previous question gives a model of g 1 as
By making the change of generators,
n are respectively the projection on the two first factors and on the two last factors.
Therefore the homotopy pushout ∆ ∆ 2m+1,m−1 S S n has the same rational homotopy type than S n × (S n * S n ).
For a general k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, we use a descending induction. The result is already proved for k = m − 1. For the induction, we consider the homotopy pushout:
As in the previous case, using the induction hypothesis, we show that this square is rationally homotopic to a homotopy pushout
where g 1 and g 2 are the product of the identity map with a projection. Thus the homotopy pushout ∆ ∆ 2m+1,k S S n has the same rational homotopy type than (2) implies that the two spaces, ∆ ∆ 2m−1,k S S n and ∆ ∆ 2m+1,k+1 S S n , have the same rational homotopy type. We show that a rational homotopy equivalence between them can be obtained by adding (x 0 , x 0 ) where x 0 is a point of S n . We prove this result by a descending induction for k, starting from m − 1 and ending to 1. For k = m − 1, we consider the commutative diagram
where g 1 is obtained by adding (x 0 , x 0 ) and g 2 by adding x 0 . The map g 2 is a rational homotopy equivalence (see Remark 2.7) so is also g 1 . For the inductive step, we consider the next cube.
By Proposition 3.2, the front and the back faces are homotopy pushouts. The morphisms between these two squares are represented by oblique arrows in the previous diagram. The oblique arrows on the top consist to add the point x 0 and are rational homotopy equivalences. The oblique arrows on the bottom are the adding of (x 0 , x 0 ). The result follows by induction.
Finite subsets spaces and Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we present a generalization of a theorem of Handel concerning the inclusion of a space Xin its n-th finite subsets space, exp n X.
Definition 4.1. Let X be a non-empty space. The n-th finite subsets space of X is the space exp n X of non-empty subsets of size at most n, topologised as the quotient of X n by the surjective map
If X is pointed, we denote by exp n * X the subspace of exp n X formed by the subsets that contain the basepoint. The space exp n * X is pointed by { * }. The correspondence X → exp n X is a homotopy functor. C. Tuffley and R.A. Biro have determined its value on some spheres. For n ≥ 2, we have: where each pair of consecutive maps is a homotopy cofibration. Therefore, for any space T , we get an exact sequence
When the maps are homomorphisms of groups, the word exact means the usual definition. Between pointed sets, it means that the image of the first application coincides with the preimage of the basepoint by the second one. P. Hilton studies the properties of this exact sequence in [15] and proves in particular: (1) 
Consider now the commutative diagram:
where ψ(y, Γ) = {y} ∪ Γ and ψ ′ is the restriction of ψ. Using the previous determination of ι • ι n Y , we see that the composition of the maps located on the bottom Proof. Let * be the basepoint of S 1 . Theorem 4.1 of Handel ([14] ) implies that the inclusion exp 2 * S 1 ∼ = S 1 → exp 3 * S 1 induces the zero map between the homotopy groups. Therefore there exists a map
We can now define a homotopy H between the inclusion of ΣX = S 1 ∧X in exp 3 * ΣX and the constant map by
Recall now that the LS-category of a space X is the least integer n such that X can be covered by (n + 1) open sets contractible in X. For CW-complexes, an equivalent definition is given using Ganea fibrations q n : G n (X) → X, of fiber i n : F n (X) → G n (X), defined as follows: q 0 is the path space fibration and q n+1 is the fibration associated to the extension G n (X) ∪ in CF n (X) → X of q n sending the cone CF n (X) on the basepoint. In [12] , Ganea proved that cat(X) ≤ n if, and only if, q n admits a section. For other equivalent definitions and basic properties of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category (LS-category), we send the reader to [6] .
Proof of Theorem 1.
(1) First, we check that the inclusion G n (X) → exp n+2 * G n (X) is homotopically trivial. This is true for n = 1 grants to Lemma 4.4 because G 1 (X) = ΣΩ X. Suppose now that the result is true for G n (X). As G n+1 (X) is the cofibre of a map with values in G n (X), the result comes directly from Lemma 4.3.
Suppose now cat(X) = n and let r : X → G n (X) be a section of q n . The commutativity of the next diagram implies the homotopy triviality of the inclusion of X in exp 5. Rational homotopy of n-th finite subsets spaces for n = 3
The space exp 2 X being homeomorphic to Sp 2 X, the first interesting case is exp 3 X.
6. Rational homotopy of n-th finite subsets spaces for n = 4 
